Threshold Segmentation is a kind of important image segmentation method and one of the important preconditioning steps of image detection and recognition, and it has very broad application during the research scopes of the computer vision. According to the internal relation between segment image and original image, a tomato image automatic optimization segmentation method (MI-OPT) which mutual information associate with optimum threshold iteration was presented. Simulation results show that this method has a better image segmentation effect on the tomato images of mature period and little background color difference or different color.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional threshold method has only considered gray levels but neglect spatial distribution of gray scale and internal relation between segment and original of the image ， such as Otsu algorithm, fuzzy C means algorithm(FCM),adaptive algorithm (Rigau et al.,2004; Zhou Xiaozhou et al.,2007; Lv Qingwen et al.,2006) .When lighting is not uniform and noise out-burst or larger background gray scale changed, massive information will lost and the area obtained can't represent the shape of original subject after segmentation, besides FCM algorithm has the problems such as depended on initial value too much, converge on local maxima and classification number should be pre-determined, and people still can't solve these after a lot of research and improvement. So according to the internal relation between segment image and original image, a tomato image automatic optimization segmentation method which mutual information associate with optimum threshold iteration was presented.
OPTIMUM THRESHOLD SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM BASED ON MUTUAL INFORMATION

Image mutual information measures
Mutual information of image A and B can be defined:
(1) H(A) and H(B) is the average information quantity of image A and B, and H(A, B) is their correlated average information quantity.
The average information quantity and correlated average information quantity of A and B can be calculated as follows:
is the probability density function with gray levels a of image A and gray levels b of image B,
is the joint probability density function of image A and B. They can be calculated as follows:
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is the joint-histogram of image A and B, it means the number of the correlated point pairs with gray levels a of image A and gray levels b of image B.
Mutual information doesn't balance consistency of different image directly dependent on gray levels but the probability of each image and the joint probability when two images combined. So it's not sensitive to gray change or one-to-one gray transformation, and can process the relationship between the positive and the negative image gray simultaneously.
Optimum threshold iteration algorithm
This algorithm chooses one approximate threshold as the initial value of the estimate, generates sub-images after image segmentation, and chooses new threshold according to the characteristic of sub-images, then segment again by using new threshold. After several circulation, incorrect pixels will minimized. The steps are as follows:
(1) Select the initial threshold: choose the median of the image gray levels as the initial threshold. 
( , ) ( , )
f i j is the gray level of ( , ) i j point, ( , ) N i j is the weight coefficients of 
Optimization segmentation algorithm
Mutual information Registration is the best creation of the retrospective registration method of registration accuracy and robustness, segmentation can be regarded as the image degeneration, and segment can be treated as a kind of special form, mutual information reaches maximum when spatial location of segment and original image is consistent and calculated area matches original subject's shape, and optimization segmentation results can be considered contains the most original image information quantity. So, image segmentation algorithm based on mutual information and optimal threshold iteration can be described: assume , T I I is original and image segmented choose initial value T which is determined by using optimal threshold iteration algorithm, maximum mutual information quantity is optimal goal, searching the optimal threshold optimal T in the range 
